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 Smokers used to stepping out-
side of University buildings to 
have a cigarette may have to go 
off-campus after Student Govern-
ment passed a smoke-free campus 
resolution Tuesday.
The resolution calls for a seven-
year process that would make UT a 
tobacco-free campus, create a Uni-
versity-wide task force to decide 
policy implementation and extend 
the free University Health Services 
smoking cessation program, “Quit-
ters,” to include faculty and staff.
The resolution will make the 
campus “generally” smoke-free so 
UT can become a healthier, more 
environmentally friendly campus, 
said SG Administrative Director 
Nathan Bunch.
“It would allow permits for spe-
cial events, such as football games, 
and in certain areas, but campus 
will be generally smoke-free,” Bunch 
said. “For instance we are technical-
ly a dry campus, but people are per-
mitted to drink at football games 
and tailgates, and we have the Cac-
tus Cafe.”
Bunch said SG’s initial ap-
proach was to find specific areas 
to make smoke free, but their re-
search showed prohibition of smok-
ing would be more feasible. Because 
students, faculty and staff do not 
adhere to current smoking regula-
tions, strengthening the regulations 
would be pointless, he said. 
“In no way are we trying to de-
monize smokers,” he said. “But how 
does the ability to walk wherever 
you want and smoke weigh against 
a clean campus?”
According to a study conduct-
ed by no-smoke.org, over 400 oth-
er U.S. higher education institutions 
implemented or are in the process 
of implementing similar smoke-free 
campus policies. Among them are 
UT peer institutions Indiana Uni-
versity at Bloomington, University 
‘‘
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Today in history
High noon talks
 The Bob Bullock Texas State 
History Museum is hosting a 
discussion on the impact of 
vaquero culture on Western 
poetry and literature. It begins 
today at noon.
Women’s 
basketball
The Longhorns will play Tex-
as Tech tonight at the Frank Er-
win Center. The game begins at 
7 p.m. and tickets range from 
$8-$16.
In 1931
Congress officially designates 
“The Star-Spangled Banner” 
as the national anthem of the 
United States.
 — Rep. Rafael Anchia
D-Dallas
‘Promise land’
Local Americana band Sour 
Bridges is holding its CD release 
party tonight at Mohawk with 
supporting acts Whiskey Shivers 
and The Baker Family. Doors 
open at 9 p.m. and tickets 
are $8 for minors and $6 for 
everyone else.
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“The real problem 
in the state of Texas 
is not that too many 
people are voting, 
it’s that too few 
people are voting. 
We cannot afford 
to leave people 
behind. People 
should be able to 
exercise their right 
to vote in a way that 
is not substantially 
encumbered.”
Quote to note
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Smooth 
hop-erator
 Townes Hall, 727 Dean Keeton St.
A UT staff member recognized 
a known offender who entered 
the building, approached a 
secured locker and removed 
two cans of beer.  The staff 
member recognized the subject 
as the same subject who had 
been arrested a few days earlier. 
The subject entered one of the 
elevators and headed toward a 
restricted upper floor.  During 
the investigation, the officers 
located the subject on the fifth 
floor drinking alcohol from a 
travel mug.  The subject was 
taken into custody for Criminal 
Trespass and was transported 
to Central Booking. 
Campus watch
82ND LEGISLATURE
The self-proclaimed rabble-
rousers at the Texas Travesty are 
setting their sights on SG lead-
ership for the third time — this 
year to save humanity from nucle-
ar war.
The Travesty is a University-
sponsored satirical newspaper that 
pokes fun at University institu-
tions. Since 2009, members of the 
organization have infiltrated SG 
elections under the guise of pres-
idential candidates.
Natalie Butler, presidential 
hopeful and Plan II, government 
and political communications se-
nior, is the butt of this year’s joke. 
The campaign casts her as a tyrant 
whose potential presidency will 
lead to the destruction of the hu-
man race.
The first Travesty presidential 
candidate, 2010 alumnus Zak Kin-
naird, said aside from the humor of 
the gag, he cannot remember why 
the Travesty decided to sponsor SG 
candidates. Kinnaird also ran for 
the now defunct at-large represen-
tative position in 2008 as the first 
satirical Travesty candidate. 
“Maybe it was a publicity move, 
or maybe we just thought SG was 
very silly,” he said.
Derek Stout | Daily Texan Staff 
Dave McQuary and Hannah Oley, third annual Texas Travesty executive  alliance student government candidates, are running in hopes of 
saving the world. Campuswide general elections will be held today and Thursday.
The state’s large population increase and 
diversification will be obstacles Texas House 
members will face when they redraw the lines 
for state voting districts, said state representa-
tives at a committee meeting Tuesday.
The Texas Legislative Council and the Of-
fice of the State Demographer testified be-
fore the House Committee on Redistrict-
ing at its first meeting of the 82nd Legis-
lature. It was the first time the committee 
heard any presentation of census data. Law-
makers redraw district boundaries every 10 
years after the federal government publishes 
census data.
“The challenge that we have in this com-
mittee is to draw our districts to reflect the 
changing demographics that we’ve heard a 
lot about,” said Rep. Mike Villarreal, D-San 
Antonio, the vice chairman of the redistrict-
ing committee. “There seems to be a tension 
we’re wrestling with drawing these new dis-
tricts to recognize the changing diversity.”
Representatives from both agencies agreed 
that the 2010 U.S. Census signals a dramat-
ic increase of Hispanics in the state of Tex-
as — 2.8 million people out of the total 
4.2 million population growth, 2.8 million 
were Hispanic.
The committee avoided discussing how in-
dividual districts would be affected. Rep. Dan 
Branch, R-Dallas, said his district is likely to 
By Melissa Ayala
Daily Texan Staff
The U.S. Supreme Court began 
to hear a case Monday that could 
change the rules governing the intel-
lectual property rights to inventions 
from University research.
Intellectual property licensing 
brought more than $14 million to the 
University in 2010, according to the 
Office of Technology and Commer-
cialization’s statistics. Based on a 1980 
law — known as the Bayh-Dole Act, 
which sets rules for intellectual prop-
erty ownership in federally funded 
research — the University can hold 
licensing rights to any inventions or 
technologies resulting from research 
done by its professors.      
Stanford University filed suit 
against Roche Molecular Systems, a 
biotechnology company which sold 
AIDS test kits. The kits used technol-
ogy a Stanford professor developed, 
and the company did not pay the 
university. The professor had signed 
an agreement with a company that 
Roche later bought.  
UT Vice President for Research 
Juan Sanchez said because of the 
University’s contracts with faculty, 
the case has little impact on research. 
He said UT did not feel the need to 
change its contract with professors as 
many schools did after the Stanford 
case began, because UT’s contract 
does not leave room for the ambigui-
ty in assignment of intellectual prop-
erty rights like Stanford’s did. 
“There was no need to cha nge be-
cause the policy is explicit in the con-
tract with the faculty that they assign all 
[intellectual property] to the [UT Sys-
tem] Board of Regents,” Sanchez said.
He said even when UT faculty con-
sult with outside firms, specific guide-
lines ensure the Board of Regents re-
tain intellectual property rights. 
Earl Swartzlander, UT electrical 
and computer engineering professor, 
said whatever the ruling, the moti-
By Matthew Stottlemyre
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Texas’ growth presents challenges for redistricting
Court begins 
hearing case 
to revise rules 
for inventions 
Five states are bracing for a con-
stitutional debate as they consider 
similar legislation that could change 
the definition of birthright citizen-
ship in their states.
The controversial legislation 
seemed doomed to failure, said for-
mer Texas Solicitor General James 
Ho at the Civil Rights on the Border 
Symposium on Tuesday. The Texas 
Journal on Civil Liberties and Civil 
Rights — a publication dedicated to 
providing  information and analysis 
on current civil rights laws — host-
ed the symposium.
On Jan. 5, state lawmakers from 
Arizona, Georgia, Oklahoma, Penn-
sylvania and South Carolina, pro-
posed legislation that Ho said chal-
lenges the 14th Amendment of the 
U.S. Constitution, which states “all 
By Jody Marie Serrano
Daily Texan Staff
Clinical law 
professor 
Barbara Hines 
speaks about 
the problems 
of immigrants 
in detention 
centers at the 
“Civil Rights 
on the Border 
Symposium” on 
Tuesday. The 
symposium 
focused on 
controversial 
legislation 
that concerns 
children born 
in the U.S. 
and to illegal 
immigrants.
Shannon Kintner
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States challenge birthright citizenship
Tamir Kalifa | Daily Texan Staff file photo 
Aaron Walther and Laura Grant, the Travesty candidates from last 
year, ran on a totalitarian platform of striking fear into students.
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SG approves smoking ban, 
to take full effect in 7 years
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APPLICATIONS
are being accepted for the following student 
positions with Texas Student Media
 
2011-2012 TSTV Station Manager 
2011-2012 KVRX Station Manager
2011-2012 Texas Travesty Editor
Application forms and a a list of  qualifications 
are available in the Office of the Director, 
William Randolph Hearst Building (HSM),
Room 3.304, 2500 Whitis Avenue.
The TSM Board of Operating Trustees will interview 
applicants and appoint the KVRX Station Manager, the 
TSTV Station Manager, and the Texas Travesty Editor 
at 1 p.m. on March 25, 2011 
in the Union’s Quadrangle Room #3.304 
DEADLINE
Noon, Friday, March 11, 2011
Please return completed applications, transcripts and all 
supporting materials to the Director’s Office.
Interested applicants are invited to stop by and visit 
with the Director to discuss student positions.  
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Kinnaird ran a platform on the ba-
sis of filling the “SG president-shaped 
hole” in his resume and looking good 
in a suit.
“I guess the statement there was 
that sometimes issues are relevant 
and sometimes they aren’t,” Kinnaird 
said. “A lot of times the people who 
are running are interested in further-
ing their own careers or interests.”
He said as the University’s satirical 
paper, the Travesty decided to play a 
humorous role in the elections.
“It is our duty to lampoon and 
make fun of institutions  — they are 
usually a big target to anything that 
we do,” he said. “I don’t think we’ve 
ever wanted to make any politi-
cal statement other than that humor 
publications can be sort of a safety 
valve of regulation institutions.”
Last year’s Travesty candidate, phi-
losophy senior Aaron Walther, said his 
campaign was run on a “stern but fair 
rule” because other candidates often 
focus on “non-issues.” Walther and his 
running mate portrayed Russian-in-
spired totalitarians in their campaign.
He said he wanted to bring health-
ier food to UT by planting fruit trees 
all around campus and mandate that 
UT faculty carry large assault rifles 
on their hips at all times to instill fear 
in students. 
“Students who feared for their safe-
ty would be more inclined to study to 
the best of their ability and would 
therefore be more desirable for an 
employer,” Walther said.
He said his issues may have been 
a bit too extreme for voters but this 
year’s campaign is motivated by noth-
ing more than the salvation of the hu-
man race.
“I cannot stress enough how impor-
tant this is — if Natalie Butler is elect-
ed as student body president the world 
as we know it will end,” he said.
This year’s Travesty candidate, Da-
vid McQuary, also known as presi-
dential candidate Captain Dave-id 
Tiberius McQuary 5000, said Butler, 
as the “de-facto winner,” was an obvi-
ous target for his campaign.
Butler, who giggled when she talked 
about McQuary’s mission to destroy 
her, said the campaign is hilarious and 
can only help her in the elections.
“It’s sort of getting my name out 
there,” she said. “If some people had 
no idea who I was but they knew 
about the Travesty candidates’ cam-
paign, they would be more inclined 
to look me up and see what I’m re-
ally about.”
persons born or naturalized in the 
United States, and subject to the 
jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of 
the United States and of the state 
wherein they reside.” 
Ho said with the exception of 
children of foreign diplomats and 
others who are immune to U.S. 
law, history shows lawmakers in-
tended the 14th Amendment to 
cover every child born in the U.S.
Ho said the legislation, if passed, 
would not confer citizenship to 
children born to illegal immi-
grants and would require a consti-
tutional amendment to enact it.
Although Texas is not currently 
considering a bill that would pre-
vent the children of undocument-
ed immigrants from gaining cit-
izenship, Ho said he believes the 
current surge of anti-immigration 
legislation in Texas is a result of the 
Arizona immigration law, which 
requires law enforcement officials 
to verify citizenship of suspicious 
individuals in the course of a rou-
tine arrest. 
In a statement, Gov. Rick Per-
ry said while he supports Arizona’s 
right to enforce laws to keep the 
public safe, certain components of 
the bill would not be fit for Texas. 
“We cannot have a meaningful 
conversation about immigration 
reform without securing the bor-
der first,” said spokeswoman Lucy 
Nashed. “And that is where the 
governor’s focus remains. He will 
continue to call on the federal gov-
ernment to provide the adequate 
resources necessary to ensure our 
southern border is secure.”
UT alumnus Jose Torres-Don 
said he and fellow undocumented 
students risked deportation when 
they lobbied U.S. Sen. Harry Reid, 
D-Nevada, on the DREAM Act, a 
bill that would have allowed un-
documented immigrant students a 
legal path to citizenship. The cur-
rent birthright citizenship propos-
als would be an attack on children 
and on the Hispanic community, 
he said at the event.
“A lot of this affects mixed fami-
lies who have undocumented fam-
ily members,” Torres-Don said. “It 
would further marginalize a com-
munity that’s already hurting.”
Zak Kinnaird, 
the first 
Travesty can-
didate, dances 
on a platform 
of resume pad-
ding in the 
2009 SG elec-
tions.
Mary Kang 
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of Michigan at Ann Arbor and the 
University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill. UT would be the larg-
est smoke-free campus in the U.S.
“I hate smoking and I think it’s a 
nasty habit, but an all-out ban is in-
appropriate,” said government soph-
omore Huey Fischer, a non-smoker.
. “Smokers are people too, and 
they have that right. Plus, I believe 
I inhale more carcinogens from the 
Forty Acres bus than from second-
hand smoke.” 
SG representative John Lawl-
er said he opposed amending the 
resolution to specify that it would 
“generally” ban smoking.
“As someone who’s grandpar-
ents died of emphysema and has 
a father dealing with the plagues 
of secondhand smoking, I believe 
it should be 100 percent smoke-
free,” he said. “Reducing this 
resolution to specify ‘general-
ly’ smoke-free will only water it 
down and weaken it.”
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Gay marriages may be allowed 
while courts consider state’s ban
SAN FRANCISCO — Califor-
nia’s attorney general asked a fed-
eral appeals court on Tuesday to al-
low gay marriages to resume while 
the court considers the constitu-
tionality of the state’s ban on same-
sex unions.
The request came after the Cali-
fornia Supreme Court said it need-
ed the rest of the year to consider a 
legal question the appeals court said 
it needs answered before it can re-
solve the case.
In her letter to the 9th U.S. Cir-
cuit Court of Appeals, state Attor-
ney General Kamala Harris said the 
sponsors of the voter-approved ban, 
known as Proposition 8, were un-
likely to prevail in their appeal to 
reinstate the ban that was struck 
down by a trial judge.
Keeping Proposition 8 in effect 
therefore violates the civil rights of 
gay Californians, Harris said.
BENGHAZI, Libya — They have 
little ammunition, their equipment 
is old and outdated and their fight-
ers are poorly trained. Even though 
they boast of tanks, army bases and 
airports in eastern Libya, rebels still 
face many challenges before they 
can make any real move on Moam-
mar’s Gadhafi’s stronghold in Trip-
oli hundreds of miles to the west.
Analysts believe the stand-
off between forces loyal to Gad-
hafi and rebels backed by army 
troops who have defected would 
likely be settled on the streets. But 
they said they could not rule out 
that a hurriedly assembled force 
from the east would move out to 
seize Tripoli.
“It will take people power to un-
seat Gadhafi,” said Peter Felstead, 
editor of Jane’s Defence Weekly.
Leaders of the eastern rebellion 
said they were trying to put togeth-
er a force made up of army troops 
and volunteers with basic military 
training and that they already have 
more than 5,000 volunteers. The 
plan, they explained, was to march 
on Tripoli through the desert, skirt-
ing big loyalist towns along the way 
like Sirte, and to glean information 
from Tripoli on the easiest route 
into the city.
Already, signs are growing that 
the roughly 470-mile march to 
Tripoli to oust Gadhafi or an ef-
fort to consolidate defenses in 
the east in the face of a possi-
ble attack by forces loyal to the 
Libyan leader would receive the 
blessing or even the support 
of the West.
“We asked all the military peo-
ple to come back to work,” said Ali 
Idris, a leading member of the city 
of Bayda’s council in eastern Lib-
ya. “The problem is that Tripoli is 
heavily defended so we are trying 
to contact people there to figure 
out how to get into Tripoli.”
At one of two military bases 
at Shahhat near Bayda, a Libyan 
army officer said an effort is being 
made to gather all available weap-
ons in the base and on the streets 
to use to defend areas under reb-
el control.
“I do not know how many 
troops there are,” said Maj. Salem 
Abdel-Mula, explaining many had 
fled, but there had also been civil-
ian volunteers. “Maybe some 800 
of them have joined us.”
“Food, medicine, weapons — 
anything would help,” he said of 
possible Western aid.
The European Union said Mon-
day it was discussing the possibil-
ity of creating a no-fly zone over 
Libya and the Pentagon said it was 
repositioning some armed forc-
es to near Libya in case they were 
needed, but it did not say what 
they might be needed for.
Western support could be cru-
cial if the rebel-held east decides 
to end the stalemate with Lib-
ya’s Gadhafi and send a force west 
to capture Tripoli and topple his 
41-year-old regime.
The army units visible in the 
area did not inspire confidence 
and the main Shahhat base was the 
site of the climactic battle between 
rebel and government forces just a 
week before.
The buildings were largely gut-
ted and covered in graffiti. Spent 
shell casings littered the area, and 
burned and twisted heavy guns 
were everywhere.
“We are not trying to go to war, 
but if the order comes, we will be 
ready to go to Tripoli,” he said.
But not everyone in the east is 
eager for a military showdown 
with Gadhafi’s forces.
Ahmed Jibreel, a Libyan diplo-
mat involved in plans to set up an 
administration that would run the 
east, said he hoped Gadhafi would 
give up and leave rather than see 
more Libyan bloodshed in battle.
Wisconsin governor announces 
controversial budget proposal
MADISON, Wis. — After focus-
ing for weeks on his proposal to 
strip public employees of collec-
tive bargaining rights, Gov. Scott 
Walker on Tuesday presented his 
full budget proposal — a plan 
that cuts $1.5 billion in aid to pub-
lic schools and government but 
avoids any tax or fee increases, 
furloughs or widespread layoffs.
Walker said the cuts could be 
paid for in large part by forcing 
government employees to pay 
more for their pension and health 
care benefits. But his proposal to 
do that — and to eliminate most 
collective bargaining — remains in 
limbo after Senate Democrats fled 
the state to prevent a vote.
“This is a reform budget,” Walk-
er said in prepared remarks. “It 
is about getting Wisconsin work-
ing again, and to make that hap-
pen, we need a balanced budget 
that works — and an environment 
where the private sector can cre-
ate 250,000 jobs over the next four 
years.”
—The Associated Press
Libyan rebels continue to face challenges NEWS BRIEFLY
By Hanza Hendawl 
& Paul Schemm
The Associated Press
Kevin Frayer | Associated Press
Libyan rebel recruits stand in formation during a training session after joining together against Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi. They signed 
up at a training base in Benghazi on Tuesday.
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OpiniOn
E-mail your Firing Lines to firingline@dailytexanonline.com. 
Letters must be more than 100 and fewer than 300 words. 
The Texan reserves the right to edit all submissions for brevi-
ty, clarity and liability.
SUBMIT A FIRING LINELEGALESE
Opinions expressed in The Daily Texan are those of the editor, the 
Editorial Board or the writer of the article. They are not necessari-
ly those of the UT administration, the Board of Regents or the Texas 
Student Media Board of Operating Trustees. 
Student Government endorsements 
Editor’s note: The Texan editorial board sent questionnaires to Student 
Government candidates running for Executive Alliance, University-wide, Co-
op and Union positions, as well as students running for a place on the Texas 
Student Media board. We gave preference to those who returned a question-
naire, but we researched every candidate who applied to run for office. 
The Daily Texan editorial board endorses the following candidates:
Natalie Butler and Ashley Baker
The Daily Texan endorses Natalie Butler and Ashley Baker for the position 
of student body president and vice president. Butler and Baker have made 
budget issues their No. 1 priority, and we believe their vision and experience 
make them the best candidates to represent the student body in a time of 
economic crisis.
While student leaders cannot prevent budget cuts, they can influence 
where and how the cuts will be distributed. We have confidence in Butler and 
Baker’s plans to ensure student representation in budget issues and protect 
the academic quality of UT. They say they want to include 
students on the University Budget Council and promote 
the College Tuition and Budget Advisory Committees 
so that students can provide a much-needed voice in 
budgetary matters. 
If elected president, Butler will serve on the Tuition 
Policy Advisory Committee, a board charged with is-
suing a tuition recommendation to President William 
Powers Jr., who then sends his proposal to the Board of 
Regents. We are pleased that Butler and Baker have expressed 
a commitment to not only keeping UT affordable, but also promoting trans-
parency and accountability in the tuition-setting process.
While we were impressed with the dedication and ideas of other students 
running for office, we ultimately chose the candidates who we believe will be 
strong, unwavering advocates for student input in the budget process.
Chase Covington
As a current liberal arts representative, Covington has led a campaign encouraging professors to 
submit their textbook lists to the Co-op earlier, ultimately leading to better buyback deals for students. 
If elected, he hopes to expand this effort and increase textbook affordability for students. However, his 
other main goal is to raise thousands of dollars to order safety whistles — with the SG logo, of course 
— and distribute them to students. While we support his goal to address textbook affordability, we do 
not think spending time, money and effort to distribute safety whistles is the most efficient use of SG 
resources.
 
Rosa Gutierrez
Gutierrez’s emphasis on Riverside and Far West communities, areas typically underrepresented in 
SG, makes her a unique candidate for university-wide representative. She plans to advocate for better 
transportation to and from these areas and to increase the number of parking spots available in the 
evening for students. In addition, Gutierrez hopes to hold more and better advertised budget-related 
meetings open to all students.
 
Wesley Williams
Williams has been in SG for two years and currently serves as the undergraduate studies rep-
resentative. He wants to ensure SG holds tuition and budget committees — including the Tuition 
Policy Advisory Committee, the Student Services Budget Committee and the College Tuition and 
Budget Advisory Committee — accountable through regular reports to the SG assembly. Williams 
also hopes to improve campus safety with additional lighting, emergency call boxes and security 
and to increase after-hours parking for students studying or meeting on campus in the evenings.
 
Yaman Desai
Desai’s experience with SG and vision for its role should earn him a full term as a University-Wide 
representative. As a director of Hook the Vote, Desai helped orchestrate the registration of more than 
10,000 students to vote last semester, and he is already working to help organize the effort for 2012. 
Additionally, as a University-Wide rep, Desai established himself as a leader on the Liberal Arts Col-
lege Tuition and Budget Advisory Committee and Invest in Texas. Desai’s devotion to SG is clear, as is 
his vision about what role it should play in the UT community.
Matt Hicks
As an engineering rep, Hicks has established himself as one of the most respected and authoritative 
figures on SG practices and rules. At a time when meetings can last upward of three hours and consist 
of debate about menial issues, having a figure focused on efficiency and productivity is a much needed 
asset. Hicks has also been instrumental in support of the recent reforms and his ability to lead in 
student government would only be expanded with a term as a University-Wide representative. Hicks’s 
history leaves us with little doubt he will perform well.
Daniel Olvera
Olvera has the potential to advocate for underrepresented groups in UT Student Government. Olve-
ra describes himself as a “Latino, poor and undocumented student,” and he wants to speak for students 
who are often left out of the conversation inSG. Perhaps somebody with his experiences will provide 
a sense of context when SG spends hours debating relatively unimportant issues, such as online room 
reservations. We believe Olvera will provide a much needed voice as a University-Wide representative.
Kristin Thompson
Thompson has the experience and initiative to be an effective leader as a University-Wide represen-
tative. As president of the Black Student Alliance, we believe Thompson developed the skills needed 
to both effectively advocate her positions as well as work within SG and with outside organizations to 
make SG an effective tool for students. We are especially pleased with her participation on the Simkins 
Advisory Board, because it shows she was willing to put in the extra time during the summer to push 
for her beliefs and unafraid to conflict with the administration, if need be. 
Executive alliance
University-wide representative: 
8 open positions
Cody Johnson
Johnson proposes requiring Union board members to attend a certain number of 
events at the Student Events Center every year. Additionally, Johnson advocates reforming 
the current policies regarding catering at events held in the Union. The current policies 
are archaic and work directly against students. We fully support such a change and believe 
Johnson will work to improve the Union.
 
Sanyam Sharma
As the current chair of the Student Events Center committee, Sharma has extensive 
experience with the types of programming currently hosted by the Union. We also believe 
that Sharma has an efficient and productive long-term vision for the new Student Activity 
Center that will see the facility maximized to the benefit of all students. 
Co-op Board of Directors:  
2 open positions
Alex Jones:
Jones’ ideas to expand the Co-op’s textbook market and to simplify the current rebate 
system show a strong vision and a commitment to student interests. Jones’ well-rounded 
platform seeks to increase Co-op profits, while decreasing textbook costs for students. We 
believe he has the knowledge and skills to be successful in the position.  
Elizabeth Stone:
In her platform, Stone advocates for professors to submit their textbook requirements 
at an earlier date, which would give both students and the Co-op added flexibility in 
purchasing textbooks. While we have reservations regarding Stone’s idea to offer a discount 
for students who receive a 4.0, we believe the rest of her platform is sound and that she is 
well-qualified for the position.
Union Board of Directors: 
 2 open positions
Tristan Mace
The Editorial Board endorses public relations senior Tristan Mace for at-large seat No. 2 
on the Texas Student Media Board of Operating Trustees. Most notably, Mace has pledged 
to meet with student managers of TSM’s five media departments. While we appreciate 
Mace’s business experience and background, we hope he is able to transcend election 
rhetoric and buzzwords and add much needed leadership to an organization in dire finan-
cial straits.
 
Texas Student Media                            
At-large seat #2: 
Please recycle this copy of The Daily Texan. Place 
the paper in one of the recycling bins on campus or 
back in the  burnt-orange news stand where you 
found it.
RECYCLE
ON THE WEB:
To watch full videos 
of our candidate 
interviews visit
dailytexan
online.com
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The SMU Summer Business Institute. 
Better than an internship.
Too many summer internships are for go-fers. 
The SMU Cox Summer Business Institute is  
for go-getters. If you’re a college student or recent 
graduate with a non-business major, SBI will 
give you a competitive edge with practical skills 
in accounting, ﬁnance, marketing, operations 
management and more. In one high-powered 
month, you’ll be more marketable and gain an 
important credential from SMU Cox–one of the 
nation’s top business schools.
Southern Methodist University will not discriminate in any employment practice, education program or educational activity on the basis of race, color, religion,  
national origin, sex, age, disability or veteran status. SMU’s commitment to equal opportunity includes nondiscrimination on the basis of sexual orientation.
For more, visit exed.cox.smu.edu/college or call 214.768.2918 or 1.866.768.1013. 
10TH ANNUAL SUMMER 
BUSINESS INSTITUTE  
A Business Certificate Program 
for Non-Business Majors 
 Location: SMU Cox School of 
 Business, Dallas, Texas  
May 31ÐJune 24, 2011  
Save $500ÐApply by 
March 31, 2011
Interested in Going 
to Law School?
$125 LSAT course (25+ hours) 
at UT Austin
Classes start in April
Campusprep.org
 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
Executive Alliance (1 Vote) 
David McQuary and Hannah Oley 
Andrew Nash and Melanie Schwartz 
Spencer Scorcelletti and Aaron West 
Abel Mulugheta and Sameer Desai 
Natalie Butler and Ashley Baker 
 
University Wide (8 Votes) 
John Powers 
Rosa Gutierrez 
Pedro Villalobos 
Luke Stone 
Joe Marshall 
Diptoroop Mukherjee 
Samantha Smith 
Bekah Thayer 
Yaman Desai 
Daniel Olvera 
Laurel Pugliese 
Wesley Williams 
Matt Hicks 
Him Ranjit 
Charles G. Stephens 
Melody R. Price 
Kristin Thompson 
Chase Covington 
 
Business (3 Votes) 
John David Roberts 
Sam Leonard 
Chris Fellows 
Phillip Graham 
Charles Branch 
Taylor Ragsdale 
Eric Allen 
 
Communication (2 Votes) 
Jannah Deis 
Casey Kelly 
Ian Lancaster 
Ashley Carlisle 
 
Education (1 Vote) 
Charley Aberg 
 
Engineering (3 Votes) 
Kevin Yuan 
Cyrus Iqbal 
Allison Ginger 
Michael Gaskin 
 
 
 
Fine Arts (1 Vote) 
Bernadette De La Cruz 
 
LBJ Public Affairs (1 Vote) 
Phillip A. Nevels 
 
Liberal Arts (4 Votes) 
Aadi Kaul 
Avery Walker 
Janette Martinez 
Duncan Widmann 
Horacio Villarreal 
Crystal Zhao 
Kolby Lee 
Laramie Stroud 
John Alexander Lawler 
 
Natural Science (4 Votes) 
Joseph Lee 
Roxanne Weiss 
Desmond Schipper 
Morgan Stewart 
Brian Ross 
Robert Lorenz 
 
Nursing (1 Vote) 
Jaclyn Rosenthal 
 
Pharmacy (1 Vote) 
Steven Schultz 
Veronica Fassio 
 
Social Work (1 Vote) 
Viridiana Medellin 
 
Undergraduate Studies (1 Vote) 
Jessie Bearden 
Garrett Riou 
 
TEXAS STUDENT MEDIA 
TSM College of Communication,  
Place 1 (1 Vote) 
Julia Newtown 
Sheridan Smith 
 
TSM College of Communication,  
Place 2 (1 Vote) 
Tristan Mace 
Aleksandra Utterback 
 
TSM at Large, Place 5 (1 Vote) 
Nick Zajicek 
 
 
The Daily Texan Editor  
(1 Vote) 
Viviana Aldous 
 
UNIVERSITY UNIONS 
Student Events Center President    
(1 Vote) 
Cameron Allison 
 
University Unions Board of 
Directors (2 Votes) 
Nhi P. Tran 
Adibfar Itrat 
Sarah Lee 
Sanyam Sharma 
Cody Johnson 
Givens Miller 
 
University Co-Op Board of 
Directors (2 Votes) 
Elizabeth Stone,  
McCombs School of Business 
John Singleton,  
College of Natural Sciences 
Owais Durrani,  
College of Natural Sciences 
Michelle Niakan,  
McCombs School of Business 
Alex Jones,  
College of Communication 
 
GRADUATE STUDENT 
ASSEMBLY 
Graduate Student Assembly 
President (1 Vote) 
Manuel Gonzalez 
Austin Carlson 
 
GSA Vice President for Internal 
Affairs (1 Vote) 
Alden Harris 
 
GSA Vice President for External 
Affairs (1 Vote) 
Reid Long 
 
Vote online at utexasvote.com 
8AM March 2 to 5PM March 3 
Vote online at 
UTEXASVOTE.COM 
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A&M cadets steal newspapers 
because of unflattering story
Corps of Cadets members at 
Texas A&M University stole thou-
sands of copies of the school’s stu-
dent newspaper Monday, causing 
more than $5,000 in damages.
The Corps members responded 
to a story in Monday’s Battalion 
about yell leader candidate Josh 
Light. He received a minor in con-
sumption charge in January 2010 
and later lied about his behavior 
in an interview with the newspa-
per, said Battalion editor-in-chief 
Matt Woolbright.
“Yell leaders are celebrities on cam-
pus,” Woolbright said. “Next to the 
student body president, it’s the most 
important position up for election.”
Light first denied, then admit-
ted to committing the past offense 
in an interview with Woolbright. 
The Corps of Cadets took no disci-
plinary action against Light.
Woolbright said he published 
the story so students could make 
an informed decision during the 
election. The newspaper theft dis-
turbs the democratic process and 
freedom of the press, he said.
Students and staff witnessed 
Corps members in and out of uni-
form walking off with armfuls of 
newspapers and reported these in-
cidents to the newspaper staff.
Woolbright said the newspaper 
plans to file a complaint with the 
university and handle the incident 
through its judicial system.
Authorities within the organi-
zation advised Corps members at 
a meeting the night before not to 
take any newspapers. Brett Berga-
mo, head yell leader, said cadets 
did take the papers but later re-
turned them.
 — Marty McAndrews
NEWS BRIEFLY
At a House committee hear-
ing Tuesday, state representative 
got their first look at one of this 
session’s most contentious bills 
that conservative lawmakers say 
would crack down on voter fraud 
in Texas. 
The House Select Committee 
on Voter Identification and Vot-
er Fraud listened to the public tes-
timony on the bill identical to the 
one Sen. Troy Fraser, R-Horseshoe 
Bay, filed in the Senate, which 
passed its version on Jan. 28. 
The bill will require voters to 
present an unexpired identifica-
tion card issued by the Texas De-
partment of Public Safety, military 
identification, a passport or a cit-
izenship certificate with a photo-
graph. Documents that have ex-
pired less than 60 days prior are 
still acceptable. 
At Tuesday’s hearing, witness-
es in favor of the bill defended 
its constitutionality. While lower 
courts in various states have issued 
conflicting opinions about Voter 
ID laws, the U.S. Supreme Court 
ruled in 2008 that a Voter ID law 
in Indiana is constitutional. 
“Congress has recognized photo 
identification as a valid way to val-
idate a voter’s identity,” said Chris-
tian Ward, an attorney who testi-
fied. “[Voter identification] gives 
voters more confidence that their 
system is fraud proof and that their 
own validly cast vote will count 
and will not be diluted by fraudu-
lent voting.”
Those opposed to the bill said 
the Legislature should focus on re-
ducing the intimidation of minor-
ity voters instead of trying to pass 
the Voter ID bill.
“The Voting Rights Act would 
suggest to us that we do what we can 
to ensure minority participation in 
voting,” said Texas NAACP Presi-
dent Gary Bledsoe. “We’ve seen a 
much larger problem with voter 
intimidation and voter irregular-
ities than we’ve seen the need for 
voter identification.”
Those who were not in favor of 
the bill suggested making the bill 
broader so it does not disenfran-
chise more voters. 
“The real problem in the 
state of Texas is not that too 
many people are voting, it’s 
that too few people are vot-
ing,” said Rep. Rafael Anchia, 
D-Dallas. “We cannot afford 
to leave people behind. People 
should be able to exercise their 
right to vote in a way that is not 
substantially encumbered.”
Students who are registered to 
vote in Texas and have a valid stu-
dent ID but an out-of-state license 
would also be ineligible to vote.
By Shamoyita DasGupta
Daily Texan Staff
Although the Tea Party played a 
key role getting Republicans elect-
ed in the 2010 elections, four politi-
cal observers at a panel Tuesday said 
they are uncertain how the group 
will fare in 2012 or what positions 
they will endorse.
About 70 students attended 
the panel discussion that includ-
ed political consultant Jordan Ber-
ry, Texas Tribune reporter Reeve 
Hamilton, UT government lectur-
er James Henson and Taurie Rand-
ermann, chief of staff for freshman 
Tea Party candidate Rep. Stefani 
Carter, R-Dallas. 
Henson identified ideological dif-
ferences between Tea Party Repub-
licans and other Republicans. Tea 
Party supporters are 13-percent less 
likely to support an increased tax on 
alcohol than non-Tea Party Repub-
licans and 18-percent more willing 
to legalize marijuana, he said.
“[The Tea Partiers] are finding 
out that they’re not going to get what 
they want as easily as they thought,” 
Hamilton said. “They need to figure 
out what their relationship with the 
Republicans is.”
Four Tea Party candidates won 
House seats after the 2010 general 
election. Although many of the Tea 
Party candidates lost their primary 
elections, their supporters shifted 
their votes to endorse Republican 
candidates, which led the Repub-
lican supermajority in the House, 
Randermann said.
She said despite differences in 
ideology, many Republicans in of-
fice are careful to hear out Tea Par-
ty grievances and strive to represent 
their initiatives in votes.
Berry said consultants worked 
with Tea Party organizers to help 
them transform their efforts into a 
power that would lead to more con-
servative policy changes.
“You’re going to start seeing a lot 
of legislation that will excite the Tea 
Party,” he said. “You guys are go-
ing to start to see concealed hand-
guns on your campus by this time 
next year.”
History senior Jon Andropoulos, 
who attended the panel, said he has 
always been politically active. 
“I think most of the rhetoric sur-
rounding the movement is a bit 
sensationalist and unbalanced,” 
he said. 
Austin Tea Party organizer Heath-
er Liggett said she wishes the media 
would talk to members of the group 
instead of about them. She said that 
her organization is a group of stay-
at-home moms, retired teachers and 
other citizens who believe the gov-
ernment has grown too large. 
By Mary Ellen Knewtson
Daily Texan Staff
I-Hwa Cheng | Daily Texan Staff 
Government lecturer James Henson discusses the impact and future of the Tea Party in American politics 
during a panel discussion Tuesday evening.
Political panel questions future power of Tea Party
lose two House seats after reviewing 
census data because the district 
increased by only about 1 per-
cent, or 182,761 people. Oth-
er counties grew by percentag-
es in the double digits — for ex-
ample, Travis County grew by 
 26 percent.
“We’ve been here 13-14 days 
after the U.S. census delivered 
their numbers, and it’s now time 
to hear an update about what this 
data says and what it will mean 
as we embark upon our consti-
tutional task,” said committee 
chairman Rep. Burt Solomons, 
R-Carrollton.
The council’s Senior Legisla-
tive Counsel David Hanna said 
one of the main goals during re-
districting is to maintain whole 
counties as single districts. At 
least 20 of the state’s 254 coun-
ties are currently divided into 
multiple districts because of 
the counties’ large populations. 
Each district should have a pop-
ulation of about 167,637 people, 
Hanna said.
Rep. Roberto Alonzo, D-Dal-
las, said he has noticed a dramat-
ic increase of Hispanics in the 
area between San Antonio and 
Austin. State demographer Lloyd 
Potter said most of the state’s 
new Hispanic individuals settled 
in major urban areas and along 
the border. 
“The Latino population grew 
from 32 percent to 38 percent,” 
Potter said. “More and more 
counties are becoming 50 percent 
or more Hispanic.”
Potter said Asian and African-
American populations largely 
settled in North Texas, Houston 
and Austin areas. According to 
census data, most of the growth 
trend in Texas occurred east of 
the Interstate Highway 35 corri-
dor, and the state continues to be 
half urban and half rural.
“One hundred seventy-five 
counties gained population,” Pot-
ter said. “My assessment is that 
the undercount issue was not as 
present as many of us thought it 
would be.”
vations for choosing research topics 
likely will not change. 
“In my experience at the Univer-
sity, the idea of profit is not a sig-
nificant factor in the selection of 
research topics,” he said. “That is 
probably different in most outside 
firms. Most firms seem to be fo-
cused on research that will lead to a 
profitable product.”
He said one potential benefit of 
the current Bayh-Dole law is it of-
fers an incentive for the research 
system to pick out commercially 
viable discoveries.
“I started at the University in 1990, 
so I don’t know what it was like be-
fore Bayh-Dole, but now there is an 
incentive to identify potential [intel-
lectual property] that arises in the 
course of research,” Swartzlander 
said. “I suspect that the current sys-
tem results in more disclosure of [in-
tellectual property] than what was 
done in the past, and that provides 
broader dissemination of knowledge 
than might otherwise be the case.”
The current system for taking in-
ventions from the University to pri-
vate industry depends largely on mar-
ket forces, said Hall Martin, director 
of the Austin Entrepreneur Network. 
He said because of market forces, the 
implications of the case — how pri-
vate industry attracts new inventions 
from universities — are minimal.  
“I think market forces will come to 
bear on this so it’s not going to throw 
anything really out of whack,” Mar-
tin said. “I don’t think startups would 
pay any more that they are now be-
cause they just can’t afford it.”
House committee starts 
voter ID, fraud hearings
VOTER continues from PAGE 1 RESEARCH continues from PAGE 1
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The NFL Scouting Combine has 
dominated football coverage for the 
past week, even though the Texas 
players invited to the event didn’t 
do much of anything until the past 
two days.
Three of the five Longhorns at 
the 2011 NFL Scouting Combine 
were defensive backs, meaning they 
didn’t work out until Tuesday. De-
fensive end Sam Acho worked out 
on Monday.
It was a slight decrease from 
2010, when Texas sent seven play-
ers to work out at the combine.
The Longhorns ended up with 
three players drafted in the first two 
rounds last year, including No. 14 
overall pick Earl Thomas. By most 
accounts, the only projected top-64 
picks in this year’s draft are corner 
Aaron Williams and perhaps Acho.
Acho was the most impressive 
Texas player at the combine, ac-
cording to the Professional Football 
Writers of America members in at-
tendance in Indianapolis. He ran a 
sub-4.65-second 40-yard dash and 
was solid in position drills. 
“I think my speed improved a 
lot,” said Acho, who has been train-
ing in Florida with Team Ignition 
and former Cincinnati Bengals 
strength coach Clif Marshall since 
graduating in December.
Acho worked out as a lineback-
er, as well, proving his versatility to 
teams thinking about drafting him 
to play as an outside linebacker in a 
3-4 scheme.
The 2010 recipient of the Camp-
bell Award — which goes to the 
college football player best exempli-
fying excellence in the classroom, 
on the field and in the community 
— also ran a record 6.69-second L-
cone drill, the fastest ever for a de-
fensive lineman.
“A lot of teams are looking to add 
me as a 3-4 backer, but I think some 
teams still are looking at me as a 4-3 
defensive end, so I’m comfortable 
playing any position,” Acho said.
On Tuesday, former Texas cor-
nerbacks Chykie Brown, Curtis 
Brown and Williams worked out 
for teams.
Williams, who ran a 4.52-second 
40, could also play safety at the pro-
fessional level.
The fifth Longhorn at the com-
bine, offensive tackle Kyle Hix, 
worked out with other offensive 
linemen last Saturday. His best 
mark came in the vertical jump, 
where he posted the third-best time 
of any offensive lineman 
at 32 inches. He was less impres-
sive in the 40, with a time of 5.46 sec-
onds.
H i x 
m i s s e d 
last  year’s Oklaho-
ma State game with a concus-
sion and then had to recuper-
ate from a knee injury after the 
season.
“I just got back to 100 per-
cent,” he said. “I have just been 
focused on being in shape for 
the combine and being able to 
do everything they ask at the 
combine.”
It’s no surprise that fewer 
Texas players are expected to be 
selected by teams after a 5-7 sea-
son, but fans, coaches and players 
alike will be watching the league’s 
draft on April 28 to see who 
goes first.
What exactly does the NFL combine tell 
teams about potential draft picks?
It’s a complex question with a nuanced 
answer.
The bench press rep test is a crucial water-
mark in separating top lineman prospects, 
who must utilize the same brute strength in 
the trenches. The cone drill and shuttle runs 
showcase the lateral quickness of linebackers 
and defensive backs, skills that actually trans-
late directly to the field.
Then you have the 40-yard dash, a per-
fect example of an overvalued and simplistic 
metric. It’s possible to count on one hand the 
times in a season a professional football play-
er covers more than 30 yards in a straight line 
out of the three-point stance.
So college players, including a small num-
ber of Longhorns, participate in these some-
times inane drills with their future employ-
ment on the line. What would it be like if the 
futures of other University students — say, 
engineering or finance majors — depend-
ed on a single weekend of medical exams, IQ 
tests and technical quizzes?
Here at the Texan, we’ve stepped in to an-
swer that question for you. Eyeing their fu-
ture careers in the journalism world, five full-
time staffers descended the steps to the office 
on Tuesday afternoon ready to test their pro-
fessional readiness in a reporters combine.
Writers were tested on their four-story 
dash times, as expedience is a vital attribute 
when trying to meet deadline. Then came 
a vertical jump test, since being able to ele-
vate is essential when interviewing seven-
foot-tall basketball players. Lastly, they took a 
mock Wonderlic test — if Vince Young is re-
quired to take one, so should the people cov-
ering him.
Four-story dash
Speed is everything in the deadline-
crazy world of professional journalism. 
In addition, the athletes that sports jour-
nalists cover are in good shape, which 
means chasing them down for an interview 
can be tricky.
Reporters were required to climb steps 
from the basement level of the Hearst Stu-
dent Media Building to the fourth floor 
and were electronically timed by the stop-
watch on a cell phone.
Jon Parrett led the pack with a speedy 
11.68 seconds while Trey Scott followed 
closely with 12.11 seconds. Chris Hummer, 
who showed perhaps the most potential at 
the combine and could really develop into 
a dangerous reporter, had the third fastest 
time at 14.42 seconds.
Austin Laymance showed his versatility 
by climbing the stairs backwards in a time 
of 36.61, while Dan Hurwitz came in last 
with 57.53.
Vertical jump
The average height of a player in the 
NBA is just under 6-foot-7, according to 
the NBA. The average height of reporters is 
much shorter.
Everyone expected the 6-foot-2 Laymance 
to blow away the competition, but Scott really 
showed what he’d been working on during the 
offseason and edged out the competition in 
the vertical jump by a scant half inch. Mean-
while, Parrett continued to show his well-
rounded game with a third-place jump.
Hummer placed fourth and Hurwitz fifth, 
although the two were separated by less than a 
quarter of an inch.
Wonderlic test
The good news, at least for Texan staffers, is 
that none of the five participants finished be-
low 30 on the mock Wonderlic. The average 
score was 32.5, and Parrett surprised observ-
ers with a high score of 35. No Greg McElroys 
here but no Dan Marinos, either.
Draft board
Much was learned from the reporters 
combine. Scott and Hummer showed the 
upsides of youth while Parrett and Lay-
mance improved their draft stock with 
solid positional performances. Hurwitz, 
like Cam Newton before him, disappoint-
ed some with his numbers, but much like 
his Auburn counterpart will probably still 
go early because of his highly successful 
collegiate career.
In the end, it’s unlikely any future em-
ployer will put stock in these results when 
considering whether to give a Texan writer 
a job. So how much weight should the so-
called experts give to the NFL combine?
 Texas isn’t used to being the little 
kid on the Big 12 playground. 
“When a bully comes and punch-
es you, you’re either going to take it 
and back down, or you’re going to step 
up and attack,” said Texas head coach 
Gail Goestenkors after losing by three 
points to Texas A&M on Sunday. 
In almost every conference game 
this season, the Longhorns (17-11, 6-8 
Big 12) have swung but seldom land-
ed a punch. And as the underdogs 
heading into tonight’s game against 
Texas Tech, they are simply trying 
to climb back into the top half of the 
Big 12 standings.
“We understand our backs are 
against the wall right now,” Goesten-
kors said. “We’re just going to come 
out and give it our best shot.”
Many coaches would glaze over the 
logistics of the situation, but Goesten-
kors and her team have carefully cal-
culated the stakes of what lies ahead. 
If Texas can’t take care of Texas Tech 
tonight and then Oklahoma State on 
Saturday, its chances of making the 
NCAA tournament are slim.
“If we win the next two games, I 
think we’ll be in,” Goestenkors said. “If 
we go one-and-one we are leaving it in 
someone else’s hands to determine our 
fate. I think we feel secure to win at 
least one of the next two games, but if 
we lose both, I think we’ll have to win 
the Big 12 conference championship 
to make it.”
As reality sets in on this roller coast-
er season, there is a glimmer of hope 
for the Longhorns. The last time Tex-
as faced the Red Raiders, freshman 
guard Chassidy Fussell led the team 
with 16 second-half points in a 75-67 
come-from-behind win, which was 
Tech’s first home loss of the season.
The inability to play a complete 
game has doomed Texas in all eight of 
its conference losses. Texas launched a 
furious second-half comeback against 
the Aggies on Sunday, but ultimate-
ly its first-half inefficiencies were too 
many to overcome.
Mo v i n g  f o r w a r d ,  g u a r d 
Yvonne Anderson said correct-
ing this problem is their ticket to the 
NCAA tournament.
“We need to play with the same 
sense of urgency in each half, in each 
game, 40 minutes of just pushing the 
ball and being aggressive,” she said. 
“Anything we need to do to win, we 
will do.”
Tech head coach Kristy Curry isn’t 
necessarily looking at the statistics 
moving forward. She sees the games 
in an opportunistic manner.
“We are excited about the next two 
games,” Curry said. “They are a great 
chance for us to continue building our 
resume for the tournament.”
Longhorns looking 
to make strong case 
for NCAA tourney
Lamarcus Aldridge
14 points, 3 re-
bounds, 5 assists
LONGHORNS 
IN THE NBA
Date: Tonight
Time: 6 p.m.
On air: Fox Sports SW
Spurs @ Cavaliers
WHAT TO WATCH
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UCLA -1
Pepperdine +8
Arizona +11
San Diego St. +21
Texas +25
Stanford +28
Brigham Young +34
New Mexico +36
Long Beach St. +41
New Mexico St. +43
Oklahoma State +44
Oregon State +49
UNLV +52
CSU-Northridge +60
Washington St. +66
1
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Women’s Golf Bruin 
Wave Invitational
MAVERICKS
76ERS
SPURS
GRIZZLIES
ROCKETS
BLAZERS
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Texas Tech at Texas
Texas rolls over Islanders in sweep
Acho sets record, opens eyes at NFL combine 
as former horns attempt to improve draft status
SCOUTING THE HORNS
Sports editor holds mock combine 
for team of aspiring journalists 
looking to find work after school 
By Will Anderson
Daily Texan Columnist
By Will Anderson
Daily Texan Staff
By Sameer Bhuchar
Daily Texan Staff
Texas came away with its clean-
est performance of the year, win-
ning every single point to sweep 
Texas A&M University-Corpus 
Christi 7-0 Tuesday. Playing on just 
three days rest, Texas was still able 
to put together a dominating per-
formance, and now has a full week 
to prepare for a match against 
North Carolina on March 8.
The match began the same 
way 10 of Texas’ previous 11 did 
— with the Longhorns convinc-
ingly taking the doubles point. 
Texas won all three doubles 
matches without the duo of se-
nior Ed Corrie and junior Jean 
Andersen, a top five tandem.
Corrie is in the midst of an 
up-and-down season, registering 
two top five wins before losing 
his match against SMU. Tues-
day, he was in the No. 1 spot and 
took the point in straight sets, 
losing only three games. Fel-
low senior Kellen Damico has 
been even more impressive over 
his recent outings, having lost 
two games in as many matches 
while posting back-to-back 6-1, 
6-0 wins. Along with the strong 
wins from the upperclassman, 
Texas’ younger players were able 
to put together steady matches 
too. Sophomore Vasko Mladen-
ov lead the way taking his point 
6-2, 6-2, sealing the win for the 
Longhorns at 4-0.
“Our young guys are getting 
matches in, and our older guys 
were really good tonight,” said 
head coach Michael Center. Tex-
as’ lineup featured only two se-
niors playing with two freshmen 
and two sophomores, so their 
experience in these matches 
will pay off and build the team’s 
depth as the season wears on.
Texas now heads into a four-
game stretch that includes two 
matches against top-10 teams 
with only one blemish on their 
record. While the team has had 
considerable success this year, it 
still has room for improvement, 
with inconsistency plaguing it in 
singles play this year.
“We did some things really 
well tonight, and we did some 
things that we need to improve 
upon,” Center said. “But over-
all, I think this team continues 
to get better.”
Even in a match that featured 
only one lost set, Center is still 
looking to make his team better 
and will need to do so if Texas 
is able to get through this stretch 
before conference.
Date: Tonight
Time: 7 p.m.
Place: Frank Erwin Center 
(Austin)
VS.
PREVIEW
By Wes Maulsby
Daily Texan Staff
Lauren Gerson
Daily Texan Staff
Pair of ESPN veterans to head 
upcoming television network
ESPN has named the vice 
president of its college football 
programming, Dave Brown, to the 
same position for the forthcoming 
University of Texas sports channel.
In addition, the cable network’s 
former senior coordinator producer 
for NFL studio shows, Stephanie 
Druley, will serve as the new vice 
president of production for the 
Longhorn network.
Druley is a native of Houston and 
attended the University, graduating 
with a degree in journalism. She was 
one of the most senior staff members 
on the network’s NFL shows before 
accepting her new position. She will 
be responsible for the look of content 
on the new network.
Brown was known as a TV 
scheduler in his last post. He will 
control the channel’s content and 
business dealings.
— Will Anderson
SPORTS 
BRIEFLY
Fanny Trang | Daily Texan Staff 
Kellen Damico, left, awaits a serve from David Holiner during the Longhorns’ 7-0 sweep of Texas A&M 
Corpus Christi on Tuesday at the Penick-Allison Tennis Center. The pair outlasted the Islanders to win 
the match 8-6 and the rest of the team followed suit to bring Texas its 11th win of the season.
PARIS — Fashion designer John 
Galliano faced his accusers at a local 
Paris police station Monday, a couple 
who claim he made anti-Semitic slurs 
— illegal in France — after a video 
emerged of the famed creator prais-
ing Adolf Hitler.
The hearing was closed to the 
public, but a police officer who had 
knowledge of it said of Galliano: “He 
denied all the accusations against 
him.” The official spoke on condition 
of anonymity because he was not au-
thorized to speak publicly about an 
ongoing investigation.
Also testifying were Galliano’s 
chauffeur and an employee of The 
Perle, the trendy cafe in Paris where 
the insults were allegedly made, the 
official said. Both reported they did 
not hear any anti-Semitic or racist re-
marks there.
Christian Dior has suspended Gal-
liano, its creative director, pending an 
investigation, citing its “zero-toler-
ance” policy on anti-Semitism. The 
fashion house is scheduled to pres-
ent its fall-winter 2011-12 ready-to-
wear show on Friday as part of Paris 
fashion week.
The Paris prosecutor’s office was 
expected to decide, possibly on Tues-
day, what follow-up there may be.
French officials said a hospital test 
showed Galliano had 1.1 milligrams 
of alcohol per liter of blood, more 
than twice the legal limit to drive in 
France, after the incident Thursday 
reported by the couple as he sat alone 
sipping a mojito.
The long-haired Gibraltar-born 
designer, wearing a wide-brimmed 
black hat and earring, made no com-
ment to reporters as he entered and 
left the police station.
During Monday’s hearing, a 
47-year-old woman also testified. She 
filed a complaint against Galliano on 
Saturday claiming that she was insult-
ed in a similar fashion by the designer 
at The Perle about four months ago, 
according to a police official.
Galliano’s lawyer, Stephane Zerbib, 
was dismissive of this accuser.
“We’re surprised by this new 
complaint which exactly resembles 
the first ones. It’s not by chance,” 
Zerbib said. “It’s surprising that 
this person had not shown herself 
since October.”
On Monday, a video posted on 
the website of British daily The Sun 
showed Galliano arguing with a cou-
ple at La Perle. It was unclear when 
the video was recorded, but in it, 
he was dressed differently than on 
Thursday. At one point in the video, 
starting in mid-conversation, a wom-
an’s voice asks Galliano, “Are you 
blond, with blue eyes?”
Galliano, speaking in slurred 
speech, replied: “No, but I love Hitler, 
and people like you would be dead 
today. Your mothers, your forefathers, 
would be ... gassed and ... dead.”
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HOUSING RENTAL
349  Vacation Rental
South Padre ISland 
condo $200/night 1 
bedroom or $275/night 2 
bedroom www.urentez.
com 
420 Unf. Houses
1/2 MIle to 
caMPuS
Nice 4Beds/2Baths for 
$1,800/mon. 5Beds/2Bath 
for $2,000/mon. Cel-
ling fans, Central AC/
Heat. Wash/Dryer. 3009 
Cherrywood Rd. Owner 
Pays water & Yard Care. 
Pre-Leasing for August. 
John/512-809-1336
hyde Park 3/2 CA/CH, 
W/D, deck, cats OK, no 
smokers, available now. 
$1600/month. 512-663-
7836
EMPLOYMENT
783 Internship
educatIon Intern-
ShIP We are looking 
for Education Majors to 
help produce world class 
curriculum for a local 
tutoring company. Early 
Childhood, Secondary, 
and Special Education 
Majors. Contact Lisa 
Marie Flippin at 512-565-
5906. 
790 Part Time
BartendInG! 
$300/day  
PotentIal
No experience neces-
sary. Training provided. 
Age 18+. 800-965-6520 
ext. 113
cheer & 
GyMnaStIcS 
coacheS
Expanding to a new 
14,000 sq ft facility. Enthu-
siastic talent needed for 
various positions:admin, 
gymnastics, cheer & 
dance instructors, com-
petitive team coordi-
nators, boys program, 
correct email- coach-
gretchen@hotmail.com 
426-1990
791 Nanny Wanted
Part-tIMe nanny 
needed! Part-time nan-
nies needed to work 20-
29 hrs/wk for families 
in Austin. Excellent pay 
$13-$16/hr!!
Must have childcare ref-
erences. Email resume 
to monica@mbfagency.
com. 512-381-3140 
800 General Help Wanted
StudentPay-
outS.coM
Paid Survey Takers 
Needed In Austin. 100% 
FREE To Join! Click On 
Surveys.
GyMnaStIcS coacheS 
Former cheerleaders and 
gymnasts wanted. Must 
love kids. 3 locations. Ja-
son. 259-9995 
870 Medical
875 Medical Study
  x ID 3034367
790 Part Time
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recycle
RemembeR!you saw it  
in the Texan
recycle recycle recycle recycle 
recycle recycle recycle recycle 
recycle recycle recycle recycle 
recycle recycle recycle recycle 
recycle recycle recycle recycle 
recycle recycle recycle recycle
watch weekly for the
super tuesday 
coupons
RECYCLE
E LE
Classifiedsday, month day, 2008 3B
1
370 Apts
EFF. & 1-2-3-4-BDRMS
Now Preleasing!
Starting at $225 per RM.
Point South 
& Bridge Hollow 444-7536
• Gated 
Community
• Student Oriented
• On UT Shuttle 
Route
• Microwaves
• Sand & Water 
Volleyball
• Vaulted Lofts w/
Ceiling Fans
• 6 Min. to Down-
town & Campus
• Free DVD Library
• Spacious Floor 
Plans & Walk-in 
Closets
• 2 Pools w/
Sundecks
1910 Willow Creek - Models Available
AUSTIN 
APART. 
ASSOC. 
PROPERTY 
OF THE 
YEAR!
Pointsouthbridgehollow.com
Donors average $150 per specimen.
Apply on-line
www.123Donate.com
Seeks College-Educated Men
18–39 to Participate in a
Six-Month Donor Program
250 Musical Instruments
60%
OFF
SHEET 
MUSIC
INVENTORY 
BLOWOUT
1000s of Guitar Tabs, 
Sheets, & Song 
books 60% OFF
Alpha Music Center
1739 W. Anderson ln
477-5009
alphamusicaustin.com
MERcHANdISE
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FINANCIAL APPS 
Mint.com
• Availability: Web, iPhone, Android
• Price: Free
Quicken
• Availability: PC, Mac
• Price: $49.99 to $149.99 (depending upon your need)
TurboTax & SnapTax Mobile
• Availability: PC, Mac, Android, PC
• Price: Free or $14.99
Pageonce
• Availability: Web, Blackberry, Windows Phone, iPhone, iPad, Android
• Price: Free
bankrate.com
• Availability: Web
• Price: $0.99 to $4.99 a month
Heidi Toprac, UT finance lec-
turer and speaker for the Office 
of Student Financial Services’ 
UT Bevonomics program, pro-
vides seminars on a range of per-
sonal finance topics for students. 
The program recommends the 
robust feature set of mint.com.
The free financial manage-
ment site pulls data from your 
various accounts (checking, sav-
ings, credit, investments, etc.) 
and displays it on one, easy-to-
read page. Your entire financial 
life is rendered in snazzy visu-
als, including colorful graphs 
and charts. All of your pur-
chases are automatically catego-
rized, differentiating the types 
of things you spend money on, 
whether it’s coffee, your electric 
bill or a car payment.
The site’s most illuminating 
and addicting features are its 
charts and graphs, which allow 
you to see your trends and hab-
its both broad and specific. You 
can track your spending down 
to the store if you want and can 
even compare your spending to 
others around the country. 
Mint’s most useful tools are 
its applications to help make 
goals (such as saving for that 
spring break trip), develop bud-
gets (either devised yourself or 
recommended by the site) and 
stick to those goals. You can set 
up alerts to your phone and e-
mail, and free mobile versions 
of the site available for iPhone 
and Android phones allow you 
to take the visuals with you. 
The site was purchased in 
2009 by Intuit, the compa-
ny that makes the popular fi-
nance programs Quicken and 
TurboTax, and both programs 
have since become more intui-
tive with Mint’s addition to the 
corporate family. 
If  you prefer a program 
that’s native to your hard drive, 
Quicken has never been easi-
er to use, thanks in large part 
to many new features borrowed 
from Mint. For most students, 
Mint’s free site is more than 
enough to get a good handle 
on their finances, but Quick-
en does have different soft-
ware packages that can accom-
modate more complicated eco-
nomic situations.  
TurboTax has become the 
go-to for the fastest, least-
brain-intensive filings, and has 
recently released a new app for 
iPhone and Android, SnapTax. 
It allows you to take a picture 
of your W-2 and file directly 
from your phone. Alas, there 
are caveats to the convenience: 
The app only works for 1040EZ 
filers — which is most college 
students anyway — and is free 
to try, but costs $14.99 for Tur-
boTax to do the actual filing. If 
you can bear to fill out some 
forms and answer some ques-
tions, the TurboTax website 
will help you file simple tax re-
turns for free. 
For the Blackberry and Win-
dows phone users feeling left 
out, Pageonce is an app that 
works on both platforms in ad-
dition to iPhone and Android. 
Also free, it does a fine job of 
mimicking many of the visuals 
and features of Mint, but nei-
ther the site nor the apps are 
quite as slick looking. 
If you’re currently at a major 
bank such as Bank of America 
or Wells Fargo, their websites 
are offering more and more 
of the same, Mint-like tools to 
track your money. Most of them 
also have companion phone ap-
plications. Their platform sup-
port varies, though you can 
count on all of them working 
for iPhone and most for An-
droid — Chase’s app even lets 
you deposit a check by taking a 
picture of it. 
All these sites and applica-
tions cover your rudimentary 
financial planning, but entre-
preneurial students aren’t with-
out their own fun. Toprac rec-
ommends bankrate.com, a vast 
and comprehensive site that has 
a “tremendous amount of info 
about credit cards, mortgages 
and car loans — anything with 
a rate.” And ProOnGo (available 
on all mobile phones with a ba-
sic package that runs 99 cents 
per month to a premium pack-
age for $4.99 per month) mobi-
lizes your business: track your 
reimbursable mileage, look 
over expense report spread-
sheets and even manage your 
employees’ spending on your 
phone or online.   
T h e  w e b  a n d  w e b - e n -
abled phones can help keep 
you stocked with Lone Stars 
and sporting Nike shorts well 
through the economic crunch 
and maybe even a little longer. 
and sundry other things, I was hap-
py to tell people I was a career writ-
er, but I wasn’t actually happy with 
the career of writing,” Roy says on 
her blog.  
To pass the time at her nine-to-
five, and perhaps to channel her 
unused imagination, she began 
writing snarky haiku poems on the 
community dry erase board, typ-
ically targeting company manage-
ment.
“Who are you to judge?/ A messy 
desk shows genius/ And a lack of 
drawers,” Roy wrote at work. “A 
messy desk ode/ Can an ode be a 
haiku?/ Messy haiku, too.”
In 2002, Roy became pregnant 
with her son, Sam. Although her 
company allowed her to bring her 
child to work for a few months, she 
was soon faced with a choice: keep a 
job that would hardly afford decent 
day care services, or take a risk and 
freelance from home. After choos-
ing the latter, she continued her 
haikus on her blog, haikuoftheday.
com. Rather than bluntly critiqu-
ing the marketing department or 
humorously commenting on office 
Christmas parties, she began to cat-
alogue the beautiful and hectic nu-
ances of motherhood.  
“Not name of a cat/ Not my 
sides after laughing/ Stitch-
es — in forehead,” Roy 
wrote on her blog af-
ter Sam fell onto a TV 
stand.  
Af ter  months  of 
blogging, she realized 
that she had collected 
hundreds of haikus — more 
than enough to compose a book. 
In 2006, she did just that, and “Hai-
ku Mama” was published. Although 
“Mike Stellar: Nerves of Steel” de-
parted from Roy’s token poet-
ic structure, her most recent novel, 
“Brains for Lunch,” is a zombie nov-
el written entirely in haiku.  
“The school is a mix of zom-
bies and ‘lifers,’ and there’s a sort of 
prejudice about who can date who. 
Lobe, the main character, falls for a 
lifer, and enters a poetry contest to 
win her over,” Roy said. “I think ev-
eryone sort of feels like an outsider 
in middle school, so it’s playing 
on that.”  
Roy’s interest in zom-
bies and astronauts 
stems not only from 
her personal child-
hood experiences, but 
also from having a son.  
“I don’t think there 
are enough books that ap-
peal to boys,” Roy said. “I was 
so worried, because Sam thought 
reading was too hard ... school 
made him hate it. But now we 
read and tell stories to each other 
every night.”  
When Roy’s hands aren’t full with 
Elmo dolls and children’s books, she 
dabbles in humorous essay writing. 
Her short, quirky pieces have been 
featured on McSweeney’s.  
“When I sit down to write, one of 
two voices comes out,” Roy said. “One 
is that of an 11-year-old boy, the other 
is ballsy and foul-mouthed.”  
Still, Roy said she feels as though 
she has found her voice through 
children’s books. Even though her 
initial interest in literature came 
from a playwriting course, she 
doesn’t currently wish to stray from 
her current artistic medium. How-
ever, she does aspire to manage her 
time better.  
“Being a writer is a full-time job, 
but being a mom is too,” Roy said. 
“I’ll feel like I spent the whole day 
writing, but really it’s just chunks 
of time here and there. If I get a 
great idea, I’ll have to be like, 
‘Please be quiet while mommy 
writes this down.’”
this time. The sequel, released in 
2009, was initially introduced by a 
stunning in-engine trailer in 2005. 
The gameplay clip turned out to 
be a fabrication, no different than 
a Pixar film. Even “Killzone 3” un-
derwhelms visually in compar-
ison. Now we have PlayStation 
Move and 3-D technology being 
pushed on us.
The latest entry finds room for 
newer, more colorful locales that 
display some of the most gorgeous 
visuals on the system. Junkyards are 
filled with the detailed remains of 
death machines. Jungles dazzle with 
unpredictable, primary-colored flo-
ra. The tundra envelopes the player 
in a blinding snowstorm. The game 
is a visual treat that too often wastes 
the nuts and bolts of its engine on 
genre cliches such as crumbling cit-
ies and cold, metallic spaceships.
The sluggish controls of “Killzone 
2” provide the player with a tangible 
weight. Along with the game’s cov-
er system, which makes it feel like 
a first-person “Gears of War,” this 
weight gives the game a strong aes-
thetic and grounds the player in its 
world. The problem is that it didn’t 
make for a fluid experience.
“Killzone 3” concedes. It controls 
with the speed and precision of a 
“Call of Duty” title. It’s not the only 
thing it borrows, either. The game 
is filled with turret scenes, some 
more troubling than others and 
none of them thrilling. The bulk of 
the game is standard fare for the se-
ries: Run into a room, take cover 
and shoot fascist, faceless soldiers 
in the face. Variation is found in the 
weapon design and backgrounds 
filled with warring space ships and 
mortar fire.
“Killzone 3” enters 2011 with one 
of the strongest content offerings 
yet. A lengthy campaign, two-player 
co-op and a deep multiplayer com-
ponent give the game the legs that 
kept its previous incarnations spin-
ning in PlayStation 3’s long after re-
lease. The addition of jet packs and 
snow-covered landscapes isn’t the 
answer to mediocrity. In a satu-
rated genre, “Killzone 3” offers lit-
tle innovation or creativity to mer-
it trudging through a war-torn 
apocalypse again.
Remy de la Mauviniere | Associated Press
Fashion designer John Galliano concludes a Christian Dior show in Paris in 2007. Christian Dior says it is firing the 
famed fashion designer after an online video emerged showing him praising Adolf Hitler.
Designer denies accusations 
of making anti-Semitic slurs
By Jamey Keaten
The Associated Press
ON THE WEB:
Check out Roy’s 
haikus on her blog 
@haikuofthe-
day.com
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Get instant rebates on every 
phone at Sprint Stores.  
Sprint is offering an instant rebate on every 
phone in the store, like $100 off the Android™ 
powered Samsung Epic™ 4G. No stamps, 
no envelopes, no waiting. Only in Austin. 
Only in Sprint Stores. sprint.com/ﬁ ndastore
 The smartphone ranked #1 by PCWorld.
November 30, 2010
May require up to a $36 activation fee/line, credit approval and deposit. Up to a $200 early termination fee/line applies. Phone Offers: Offer ends 6/4/11 or while supplies last. Offer is only available in Sprint-owned stores located in Austin, Texas and Columbus, Ohio. Taxes and service charges excluded. No cash back. Requires activation at the time of purchase. Epic Video: Records 
and plays back at 720p at 30 fps. Upgrade: Existing customers in good standing with service on the same device for more than 22 consecutive months currently activated on a service plan of $39.99 or higher may be eligible. See in-store rebate form or sprint.com/upgrade for details. Other Terms: Coverage is not available everywhere. The Nationwide Sprint Network reaches over 
277 million people. The Sprint 4G Network reaches over 70 markets and counting, on select devices. The Sprint 3G Network reaches over 271 million people. See sprint.com for details. Not all services are available on 4G, and coverage may default to 3G/separate network where 4G is unavailable. Pricing, offer terms, fees and features may vary for existing customers not eligible for 
upgrade. Other restrictions apply. See store or sprint.com for details. ©2011 Sprint. Sprint and the logo are trademarks of Sprint. Android Market, Google and the Google logo are trademarks of Google Inc. Samsung and Instinct are registered trademarks of Samsung Electronics America Inc. and/or its related entities. Other marks are the property of their respective owners.
Limited time only
Requires a new-line activation (or an eligible upgrade) 
on an Everything plan with data, a Premium Data 
add-on and a two-year Agreement.
Samsung Epic™ 4G
Buy one for $299.99 and get an 
instant $100 rebate. Final price:
XXXXXXday, Month XX, 2010 XX
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Yesterday’s solution
Arrr matey. This scurrvy beast is today’s answerrrrrr.
Crop it out, or it’ll be the the fishes for ya!
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Editor’s Note: This is the seventh in-
stallment of a column exploring the 
literary world in Austin. 
A group of fidgety elementary 
school-aged students count down 
from 10, their eyes glued to the sky. 
Just because they live in Florida, 
where space shuttle launches are a 
frequent occurrence, doesn’t make 
witnessing tumbling, thunder-
ous clouds of orange-gray smoke 
stretching across the horizon any-
thing less than magical. 
“As a kid, I was amazed that 
for some people, being on a space 
shuttle was an every day thing,” 
said Kari Anne Roy, local children’s 
book author and mother of three. 
“An everyday thing for me was be-
ing stuck on a school bus.”  
Her young exposure to the as-
tronomical, along with being 
raised in the ’80s when “The Ex-
plorers,” “Tron” and “Starman” tri-
umphed on the silver screen, led to 
an interest in science fiction writ-
ing. Her first fiction novel, “Mike 
Stellar: Nerves of Steel,” chronicles 
the adventures of a young boy who 
moves to Mars because of his par-
ents’ mysterious jobs. 
Before realizing her dreams, Roy 
tried her hand at a slew of profes-
sions that she found to be dull by 
comparison. Although she gradu-
ated from UT in 1998 with a bach-
elor’s degree in art history, a play-
writing class she took her junior 
year was all it took for her to switch 
directions career-wise. Lamenting 
that it was too late to change her 
major, Roy instead decided to ap-
ply her persuasive essay-writing 
skills to a job writing copy for an 
advertising agency. Although this 
allowed for some creativity, she 
quickly became disenchanted with 
the field.  
“As I spent years writing radio 
and TV commercials for diamond 
rings, car washes, frozen custard 
READ
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By Madeleine Crum
Game Review
Motion control technology (via 
Sony’s PlayStation Move controller) 
and visuals crafted for 3-D enabled 
TVs can’t add depth to the banal 
and drab world of “Killzone 3.” By 
all accounts, these things make the 
experience worse.
“Killzone” has always been a reac-
tionary series, responding to trends 
and ideas of more groundbreak-
ing titles (“Halo”, “Call of Duty”) a 
year too late. If there is a magic for-
mula for merging the sandbox bat-
tlegrounds of “Halo” with the con-
trolled, roller coaster pace of “Call of 
Duty,” “Killzone” developer Guerril-
la Games has yet to find it.
First and foremost, the series is 
Sony’s platform for marketing a giv-
en year’s agenda. Guerrilla Games’ 
efforts, no matter how earnest, feel 
like an embellishment.
The original “Killzone” (2004) 
was pushed by publisher Sony as 
being a “Halo-killer.” If sales and 
reviews are any indicator, it wasn’t 
WRITER continues on pAgE 7
UT alumna writes novels in haiku form
By allistair Pinsof
Daily Texan Staff
Of al l  the hottest  trends 
among college students, debt is 
the most fashionable. 
According to a report released 
by the Project on Student Debt, 
students who graduated in 2009 
carried an average of $24,000 in 
student loan debt. The report, 
released last October, is based on 
collaborative survey results from 
U.S. News and World Report, 
Peterson’s (who publishes college 
guides) and the College Board. 
Sure, it’s a heavy burden to bear 
come graduation, but it’s not as 
if you were spending that money 
on a luxurious affair. 
Despite accruing thousands of 
dollars of debt, student life is a 
notoriously thrifty one. The typi-
cal student budget is: parent-sub-
sidized, cheap or free. But the 
tools for stretching every last dol-
lar have become only more acces-
sible and useful with the Internet, 
where it’s never been easier (and 
looked cooler) to be poor. 
By aleksander Chan
Daily Texan Staff
Killzone 3
grade: C
Guerilla Games
Genre: First-Person Shooter
Platform: PS3
For those who like: 
“Halo”, “Call of Duty” and “Battle-
field: Bad Company 2”
Ryan Smith | Daily Texan Staff 
Author Kari Anne Roy plays with her four-year-old daughter, Georgia, in their South Austin home 
Tuesday. Roy is a former UT student and writes children’s books in haiku form.
Technological tools help 
students manage money
Photo illustration by Shannon Kintner and Lauren Gerson | Daily Texan Staff 
Many smart phones have applications available that can help students 
manage their finances to avoid falling into debt after graduation.
Halo imitator fails to thrill players, beat down competition
gAME continues on pAgE 7
MONEY continues on pAgE 7
